



Session 4 

Awe of God - 5:1-7 
• “Guard your steps” - remember Uzzah? - 2 Samuel 6:1-7


• The difference between a “holy place” and a “most holy place”

• In our Christian context, what might it mean to “guard your steps when you go to 

the house of God”?

• What freedoms do you have to let your guard down?


• “Listen” - James 1:26-27

• “Sacrifice of fools” - Isaiah 1:10-20 
• Uncontrollable, intense dreams likened to the uncontrollable blabbermouth chatterbox.

• Vows to God — “God, I promise to…” 

• “temple messenger” - Malachi 2:7


Riches are Meaningless - 5:8-20 
• Vs 8 - No matter what sort of system is in place for leveling the economics of a society, 

somebody is always going to fight their way to the top.  (Mark 14:7 - “The poor you will 
always have with you…”)


• Vs 10-14 - Never enough (Rowling/Winfrey interview)

• On what level is a king no more independent than any subject of his?

• Must one feel guilty over growing prosperity?

• Vs 15 - This world adds to you layers and masks in which to hide behind.  But when all 

is stripped away, there is only one thing needful.  

• What is the proper distinction between “accepting one’s lot” (vs 19) and the pursuit of 

said lot?

• Must one feel guilty for acquiring additional wealth?


• Time, talents, tissue, and treasure - they’re all on loan from God.  What motivates 
Christians to dedicate these to the Lord? - Gal. 2:20 

• What then, is the secret to finding contentment in this toilsome struggle? (vss 18-20)

• Luther’s “middle road”




Overabundance is Meaningless - 6:1-9 
• Vs 2 - James 1:17 - Even the ability to enjoy the gifts…is a gift from God.

• Vss 3-6 - again with the stillborn argument (4:3)!  Is Solomon claiming that life itself is 

meaningless?

• Vs 5 - Luther’s take on having “no rest”


Random Proverbs - 6:10-12 
• Vs 10 - Speaking in reference to the Lord’s divine foreknowledge.  Fatalism or 

determinism have no say in the Kingdom of God.

• Vs 11 - see 5:2

• Vs 12 - Is this rhetorical, or is there an actual answer?



